
MGSL Skills and Drills
Primary Skills 6U (Fun) Division

Overhand Throwing (6A)

C grip with finger pads on the laces

Opposite hip and shoulder pointed towards the target

Step with opposite foot towards the target

Elbow up at shoulder level

Snap wrist and throw fingers towards target

Follow through with hand finishing at opposite pocket

Common Mistakes:

Failure to rotate hips & shoulders ahead of the throw

Elbow too low

Throwing off of the front foot

Shot putting or pushing the ball (no wrist snap)

Early Stage Batting (6B)

Door knocker knuckles aligned (or nearly so)

Feet roughly shoulder width apart with knees slightly bent & toes facing and equidistant from homeplate 

Rotate hips through swing by showing laces of back foot to the pitcher

Level swing through the hitting zone

Contact ball with elbows still slightly bent but straightening

Fast & aggressive swing everytime

Common Mistakes:

Overgripping the bat (range of motion at contact point is critical, not comfort at resting point)

Bending knees or waist during swing

Casting out (locking elbows before contact)

Swinging softly in effort to make contact

Dropping the barrel (should travel directly to the plain of the ball)

Front foot stepping away from pitcher

Play Hard & Have Fun (6C)

Swing, throw & run at full speed on every play

Every play is a race to the base!

Go after every ball until your teammate makes a play on it

Topics to Introduce (6I)
Proper form catching a ball (fingers up & in front of body)

Groundball Mechanics (knees bent, butt down & glove in the dirt)

Infield Ready Position

Underhand throws (early stage pitching)

Game Knowledge
Definitions - balls, strikes, outs, runs

Names of the bases

Infield positions by name and roughly where each plays in the field

Safety rules - Always wear a helmet when batting, make sure your teammate is looking before throwing a

ball to her & never swing your bat when others are nearby.


